TRAINING RIDERS –
TRANSFORMING HORSES
WHY
OTHERS
HAVE
CHOSEN
TO TRAIN
WITH
DIANE

MONTHLY CLASSICAL
DRESSAGE CLINICS WITH
INTERNATIONAL DRESSAGE
TRAINER

DIANE FOLLOWELL
CHECKENDEN EQ. CENTRE
READING RG8 ONE
REGULAR MONTHLY
CLINICS HELD
2ND TUESDAY
OF EVERY MONTH



“I have been riding for over 30 years in various
disciplines and have had numerous instructors
over that period. I can say without hesitation
that Diane is the best instructor I have
ever had the pleasure to work with."



To say that Diane is an excellent riding
instructor
is
true
but
totally
inadequate...We are able to ride and compete
among the best in our country with total
confidence..."



Diane is a wonderful teacher. Her love of
horses shines through and underlies everything
she does. She is genuinely interested in you and
your horse whatever your level..."



"In a relatively short time I have come a
long way...The results have been amazing
– my horse and I have connected and I have
learnt feeling for the first time!"



I have been training with Diane for over a
year now, and the change in Tigo has
been quite astounding….I had help from
three different dressage trainers over about 3
years, and despite success at regional level,
including qualification for the National dressage
championships and qualification for and
placings at two Winter dressage championships,
his training was not progressing beyond
elementary level and was not correct. He is now
working towards advanced medium, in true
collection and self carriage, and I cannot thank
Diane enough for the help and inspiration that
she has given to me;



"Diane inspires confidence because she
has an impeccable background in
classical horsemanship...She is totally
reliable and consistently kind, good humoured
and supportive. What more could anyone ask
for in a teacher?"

WHY SHOULD YOU TRAIN
WITH DIANE?




Diane was a fully apprenticed student
of the great Master Nuno Oliveira for
three years studying extensively dressage
schooling, ‘In Hand work’ and lunging.
Diane’s training provides simple,
subtle solutions, empowering the
rider to train the horse.



Her extensive background, knowledge &
experience of classical dressage principles
and training, inspires confidence in her
clients and their horses.



Diane’s love of horses allows her to teach
with patience not pressure, instilling
trust not fear, into her students and their
horses.

TO RESERVE A PLACE ON THIS CLINIC OR FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE E MAIL: dianefollowell@classicalriders.infowww.classicalriders.co.uk
Training available in BRISTOL; BERKS; BUCKS; DORSET; GLOUCS; HANTS;
MERSET; WILTSHIRE

